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Land of Opportunity: Shariah Compliant Finance and Asset Management in Singapore
Panelists:
Vineeta Tan — Managing Editor,
Islamic Finance News (Moderator)

Paul Bamber — Head of Sales, Asia, Montreux Capital
Management

Roslan Ahmad — Chief Representative,
DDGI

Sazali Baharom — Country Manager, CIMB Islamic,
Group Islamic Banking Division, Singapore, CIMB

Scott Levy — CEO, Bedford Row
Capital

Shaiful Kamarul Mohammed — Senior Country
Manager, Indonesia, The Islamic Corporation for the
Insurance of Investment and Export Credit

Zulkarnien Mohamad — Head, Islamic
Banking, Maybank Singapore

Islamic finance professionals have called for a review of Singapore’s Islamic banking guidelines enacted over a decade ago to
better cater to changing market needs. This, market practitioners say, will facilitate the diversification of instruments to attract
Shariah dollars into the island city, which is already brimming with untapped Islamic finance opportunities. VINEETA TAN
reports.
Shariah compliant banking activities in Singapore are regulated under the Guidelines on the Application of Banking Regulations
to Islamic Banking issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore in 2010.
“The regulator has been very supportive so far — they’ve given their support in terms of launching new products, approvals and
so on and so forth,” said Sazali Baharom, the Singapore country manager of CIMB Islamic, at IFN Singapore OnAir Roadshow
2021, adding: “I feel that because of the advancement of the industry and requirements of market players, it is probably timely
to look at the guideline to introduce new structures.”
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One structure Sazali highlighted was Wakalah, a structure
adopted widely in other jurisdictions.

innovative including in the areas of fintech, finance and
asset management. But the lack of Wakalah does not help
build on the strength of asset management to expand the
capabilities within Singapore,” commented Dr Scott Levy,
CEO of London-based Bedford Row Capital, who also added
that: “We are still at the beginning but there is a lot of talent
and experience in Singapore. MAS [Monetary Authority of
Singapore] not rushing to bring out specific Islamic finance
legislation is actually good in my mind because it allows the
industry to innovate.”

“This is important for Singapore because there are clients
who tap Singaporean liquidity or offshore funding — so if
we don’t have a variety of structures to cater to these new
requirements, then potentially, we are not able to acquire these
opportunities.”
Concurring with Sazali is Zulkarnien Mohamad, the head of
Islamic banking at Maybank Singapore. “The regulator has
been supportive, but we are still playing at the peripherals
of the mainstream. Yes, we’ve seen progress from small to
medium scale, but we’ve only seen a few landmark deals,”
Zulkarnien noted. “We require structural transformation on
the industry level for us to move the needle.”

“We have no doubt about the infrastructure and connectivity
of Singapore, even the local Islamic religious council is
supportive of the government’s efforts for Islamic banking and
finance,” Roslan Ahmad, the chief representative of DDGI, the
Malaysian arm of UK’s DDCAP Group, echoed.

Despite its relatively small Islamic finance market, Singapore’s
latent potential to spur and support Islamic financial
and banking transactions is widely acknowledged due to
its established position as a leading finance and wealth
management hub.

Roslan did however note that the real demand for Islamic
finance in Singapore is from foreign players including
from the Middle East, the US and Europe, instead of the
domestic market. Only roughly 15% of Singapore’s 2.7 million
population are Muslims, according to latest statistics.

“Singapore is sandwiched between leading Islamic finance
countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei. Together,
there is a combined Muslim population of 300 million that
Singapore can serve and I believe Singapore is well placed to
do so,” Shaiful Kamarul Mohammed, the Islamic Corporation
for the Insurance of Investment and Export Credit (ICIEC)’s
senior country manager for Indonesia, opined. In fact,
Singapore’s appeal is such that the ICIEC, which is part of the
IsDB Group, is considering opening an office in the city to
serve the needs and demands of its regional member countries
such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Brunei,
Shaiful revealed.

One such international player is Montreux Capital
Management which domiciled its Montreux Healthcare Fund
in Singapore as a conventional fund but pursued Shariah
compliance for the fund on the advice of its local partner.
“Singapore is naturally a fantastically regulated and wellgroomed market and is a superb hub for the region; a number
of countries can feed off Singapore for banking and finance,”
Paul Bamber, Montreux Capital Management’s head of sales
for Asia, shared. “Once we’ve received Shariah compliance on
the fund, the first place we marketed the fund is Malaysia and
we’ve seen a lot of success from that.” Bamber also confirmed
that the firm is using Singapore as a springboard to get
involved in Brunei and Indonesia.

There are nonetheless still gaps when it comes to Islamic
finance.

Watch the full proceedings of IFN Singapore OnAir Roadshow
2021 here.

“Singapore has got an interesting position as a hub — it is
interesting that on the conventional side, Singapore is so
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The skyline of Singapore is cluttered with global
financial services businesses which recognize
that it is a hub for virtually all financial
services for ASEAN. Why has Islamic
finance been slow to develop when the
largest markets of Malaysia and Indonesia
are almost a golf-shot distance away?

Structured Islamic finance educational programs are vital for retail,
business and institutional segments as our observations indicate low
awareness among them. Closer collaborations between regulators,
Islamic financial institutions, business associations and community
associations to jointly promote Islamic finance are recommended.
Last but not the least, on the demand side, open-mindedness,
feedback and support from end-customers across the retail,
SME, commercial, corporate and institution segments, as well as
government-linked companies, associations and others, are much
needed to allow Islamic finance providers and experts to share the
benefits and values of alternative solutions and to facilitate and cojourney with clients to meet their financial goals.

The regulatory framework is relatively open
for both product development and fintech
companies. Still, Singapore lags other markets for domestic products
(which are poorly served), international issuance and fintech startups.

These suggestions may transform the Islamic finance industry in
Singapore to a higher level. Resources and time are needed and the
journey has to begin now.

This will not be solved by the industry coming together but by
entrepreneurial activities. Perhaps, the best place to start would be
around liquidity products; the market needs more capital to deploy
to green projects, impact or environmental, social and governance
projects, infrastructure and even short-term liquidity investments.

Zulkarnien Nor Mohamad is the head of Islamic banking at Maybank
Singapore.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Singapore has the depth of skills and background; 2021 hopefully will
see some progress made to capitalize on the market position.

For me, the main takeaway points from the
roadshow can be summarized in a small
number of words: product, opportunity,
professional advice and media coverage.

Dr Scott Levy is CEO of Bedford Row Capital.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Our rough estimation suggests that the
Islamic finance market size in Singapore
is about 1% of the total size of Singapore’s
financial industry. Shariah compliant
instruments form only marginal parts
of Singapore’s total financial asset size
of SG$1.5 trillion (US$1.13 trillion), total
banking loans of SG$687 billion (US$519
billion) (retail and business) and total assets
under management of SG$4 trillion (US$3.01 trillion) — where
Shariah compliant instruments represent SG$128 billion (US$96.7
billion) in retail investment funds, with total deposits of SG$763
billion (US$576.41 billion), a total local currency bond market share
of SG$503 billion (US$379.99 billion), etc.

There is no doubt Singapore is a strong
and experienced center for finance; the
product availability is there and the need
to expand into the Shariah space is an
important and large opportunity.

Paul Bamber is the head of sales in Asia at Montreux Capital
Management.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Singapore, a well-known financial hub,
has prepared itself to serve the Shariah
compliant finance and investment
industry, not just the minority Muslims
in Singapore but more importantly the
global players. The challenges faced by
the players are, among others, the lack
of education and promotion and the
deficiency in the depth and breadth of the
Shariah compliant products. The latter could
be due to less motivation to innovate and moreover, marketing new
products as conventional products and services is a more established
method than the Shariah compliant method. It is hoped that more
activities can be planned, especially to educate the players about
Shariah compliant products and services while there should be more
efforts to propagate Shariah compliant finance and investment as the
first choice.

For demand-led and in-depth Shariah compliant solutions,
industry providers have to put in an extra focus on innovating its
products and services and adopting technology to offer competitive
advantages. In addition, regular industry engagements will provide
platforms to discuss ideas, opportunities, challenges and strategies
for Islamic finance in Singapore.
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To move the needle, we think it is essential to have a regulatory
focus on the Shariah compliant financial industry by formulating
and integrating Islamic finance into Singapore’s Financial Services
Transformation Map to outline and track the industry’s roadmap,
strategies, program and enablers. Regulatory tax incentives/schemes
for Islamic finance instruments, especially those with sustainability
elements and from Shariah compliant/Halal sectors, and for Sukuk,
are most welcomed as a boost to attract investor interest domestically
and globally.

er

Ensuring professional advice is available for investors to access product
and media coverage to ensure the market is aware of the availability
is crucial. The panel discussion showed the expertise is already strong
and with the right media coverage, they and others can take the
opportunities available to expand products in the market plus leverage
this expertise into the region using Singapore as the base.

We have seen progress of Islamic finance in Singapore from a small
to a medium scale though it falls behind in landmark and large-scale
deals. We are still playing at the peripherals of mainstream industries.
To value add and spur vibrancy, Singapore’s Islamic finance industry
requires structural transformation and coordinated efforts by market
participants.
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Roslan Ahmad is the chief representative of DDGI.
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COUNTRY ANALYSIS
merger with ESR-REIT to form the country’s
fifth-largest industrial REIT by asset size.
The proposal is still pending approval from
unitholders of both REITs and the Singapore
Court.
Meanwhile, the Takaful sector remains
underdeveloped. In 2019, Malaysian
Reinsurance and the Singapore branch of
Pacific Life Re signed an MoU to provide
sustainable re-Takaful solutions to Family
Takaful operators in Singapore, but these
have yet to materialize.

Capital market

Singapore: A strong potential for
Islamic finance growth
Known for having a resilient economy and strong financial fundamentals with
ample government backing, the Republic of Singapore, whose multicultural
population includes 14% Muslims, is well placed to grow its Islamic finance
sector. NESSREEN TAMANO writes an overview of the Shariah compliant
finance and banking landscape in the country.
Regulatory landscape

Both Islamic finance and banking in Singapore and its conventional counterpart are
governed by the same regulations — the Banking Act 1970 (revised 2008), the Securities and
Futures Act (Chapter 289) and the Financial Advisers Act (Chapter 110).
There is no dedicated law on Islamic finance, but the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) amended its regulatory framework to accommodate Shariah compliant banking and
finance in 2005, referring to the standards and guidelines of the IFSB, of which the regulator
became a member in the same year. The MAS also issued the ‘Guidelines on the Application
of Banking Regulations to Islamic Banking’ in 2009.
In 2015, the MAS amended the Income Tax Act, waiving the imposition of double stamp
duties on Islamic transactions in real estate and income tax and goods and services tax
applications on some Islamic financial products.
Each Islamic financial institution holds the responsibility of appointing its own internal
Shariah advisory board as there is no national Shariah advisory council in the country.
Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura, or the Islamic Religious Council of Singapore, looks after the
administration and interests of the Singaporean Muslim community and advises on matters
pertaining to Islamic finance, but it does not hold any authority to make resolutions or issue
regulations.

Banking and finance

Several foreign banks, notably Maybank, CIMB, Noor Islamic Bank and HSBC Amanah,
offer Islamic financial products. Maybank was the first to introduce such products and
services in 2005, followed by local bank OCBC Bank in 2007.
The Islamic Bank of Asia, the first local Islamic bank in the country, was established by DBS
Bank in 2007 but ceased operations in 2015 when it was unable to achieve economies of scale
as intended.
Singapore is well positioned to leverage its sophisticated wealth management expertise to
develop a strong Islamic asset management repertoire. The country is home to Sabana REIT,
one of the world’s largest Islamic REITs, which had, in July 2020, announced a proposed
©
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A popular Sukuk listing destination, there
have been 20 international Sukuk issuances
out of Singapore and 12 domestic issuances
between 2001 and 2018, according to the
International Islamic Financial Market’s
Sukuk Report 2019.
In 2018, the FTSE ST Singapore Shariah
Index, the first to track Shariah compliant
companies listed on the Singapore Exchange
(SGX), was jointly developed and launched
by FTSE Russell, Singapore Press Holdings
and the SGX.

Fintech

A few Islamic fintech start-ups, including
property crowdfunding platform Ethis and
peer-to-peer crowdfunding platform Kapital
Boost, call Singapore home. Ethis has also
received its Islamic equity crowdfunding
license in Malaysia, and a property
crowdfunding license in the UAE.
Fintech vendor management platform
Alpha Fintech, which is headquartered in
Singapore, has collaborated with Bahrain’s
Finocracy on Shariah compliant solutions
for the GCC market. FinAccel, which is
Singapore-based and caters to Indonesian
consumers, has also announced its plans to
roll out Shariah compliant financing.
Singapore-headquartered RootAnt in 2020
launched a multitier finance platform
powered by distributed ledger technology as
part of its strategy to tap into the Halal and
ethical finance markets.

Outlook

While there is strong potential for the
growth of Islamic banking and finance in
Singapore, the sector remains a niche that
will need a substantial boost to propel it
forward. Industry experts see much potential
in Islamic finance complementing the
country’s thriving Halal business landscape
as well as in the fintech arena. And especially
with the MAS’s goal of being a leading center
for green finance, perhaps Singapore will
see a stronger push for Shariah compliant
finance in the coming years.
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Land of Opportunity: Shariah Compliant Finance and Asset Management in Singapore
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Delegates Who Would Like to Attend IFN Singapore OnAir Roadshow 2022
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6%

Yes
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Viewership

189

52
TESTIMONIALS

ZAINUDIN SUHAIMI
AmanahRaya Trustees

AZLAN FIRMAN ABD KARIM
Sidra Capital

“Well done and thank you for knowledge-sharing.”

“A great introduction to what Singapore can offer to
Islamic finance practitioners from other parts of the
world intending to establish a practice within the
region.”

AININ AMYLIA ADAM
Maybank

MOHAMAD GHAZALI SELAMAT
IXM Metals

“Very informative session.”

©

“A pretty well-balanced discussion with perhaps
time constraints.”
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1st Fiduciary

Eminence Global Asset Management

Midas Alliance Capital

Abelace

Etiqa Family Takaful

Monetary Authority of Brunei Darussalam

Academic

FINEOPOLIS Consulting

Muusharaka Capital

Affin Hwang Investment Bank

Frontier Business & Tech Centre

Nugraha Leman & Partners

Africa Islamic Economic Foundation

FTSE Russell

OCBC NISP

AIA Insucance

G M Chowdhury @ Co

Okapito

Airlangga University

GFH Capital

Pairstech

Al 0 Ihsan Capital

Ghana Institute of Islamic Finance and
Economics

Pengyang AMC

Al Maali
Al Rajhi Bank
Altadaq
Alwaseet Travel WTTS
AmanahRaya Trustees
Amundi Aalam
Asia Pacific Investment Bank
Asia, Montreux Capital Management
Asian Venture Philanthropy Network
Astana Internatinal Financial Center (AIFC)
Attorney General’s Chambers, Malaysia
Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam
(AMBD)
AVPN
Bank Asia
Bank Negara Malaysia
Barclays
Bedford Row Capital
BIDB Brunei
Blida 2 University
Capital Market Authority, Sultanate of
Oman

Ghana Instituteof Islamic Finance
Economics
Global Educational Services
GM Studio

Pergas Investment Holdings
Phillip Mutual
Prince Sultan University
Qatar National Bank, Singapore Branch
Sabah Aldin Z university

GMX
Gulf Central Merchant Bank
Halk Bank
HSBC Amanah Malaysia
HSF

SadeghGroup
Sakeenah Company
Salim Megatama Group
Sedco Capital
Shanta AML

Huriya Gold
ICIEC, Islamic Development Bank
IdealRatings

Sidra Capital
Sitinor & Partners
Spektr konsalt

IsDB
Islamic Finance News
Istisharat

Squire Patton Boggs
SSC Capital
Standard Bank

IXM Metals

Standard Solution Group (SSG)

Kerala Real Hub
Kuveyt Turk Katilim Bankasi AS
Kuwait Finance House, Bahrain
Labuan IBFC

State Bank Pakistan
Sterling Bank
SunH Holdings
The Islamic Bank of Thailand

LBKM Singapore

The Islamic Corporation for the Insurance
of Investment and Export Credit

Cardiff Metrpolitan University

Licungo University

Cargill

Lion Global Investors

CCAG

Malayan Banking

Cheok Advocates & Solicitors

Malaysia Debt Ventures

Treasury Dept Kwara State, Ministry of
Finance

CIMB Islamic

Maples

UAH

CIMB Singapore

Marmara University

UBS AG Singapore

Colourcove

Maxima Marekts

UIA

Credit Arigole CIB

Maybank

Umm Al-Qura University

DDCAP

Maybank Investment Bank

UniSZA

Dentons

Maybank Islamic

University of Hong Kong

Deshbandhu Group

Maybank Singapore

University of Warwick

DiGitally Global

MEC International

UOB Group

Distinct Model Schools

Meezan Bank

Vardanyan, Broitman and Partners

Eiger Reading

Meha Express

eMind Consultancy

MIB

West African Institute for Financial and
Economic Management (WAIFEM)
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